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ABSTRACT
Recently, the laws of quantum physics have amazed classical cryptography and
aided researchers to provide secure communications in presence of adversaries.
In this paper we present a novel weak blind signature scheme whose security
is guaranteed by fundamental principles of quantum physics. Despite previous
schemes which are taking advantage of quantum entangled states, our proposed
quantum blind signature relies only on Quantum Key Distribution (QKD)
protocol. We show throughout this paper that our proposed quantum weak
blind signature achieves a good position in security and reliability. In addition,
it is feasible for the proposed scheme to become commercialized with current
technology. Hence, it can be widely used for e-payment, e-government,
e-business and etc.
c 2014 JComSec. All rights reserved.

1

Introduction

A considerable issue in cryptography is to authenticate
a message the same way as a handwritten signature on
a paper document would certify the originality of the
document. Digital signatures are widely used to guarantee the authenticity, integrity and non-disavowal of
transmitted messages. However, standard digital signatures may harm the owner’s privacy due to the fact
that they are not capable of protecting the anonymity
of message owners.
A fundamentally new kind of signature was introduced by Chaum in 1983 which provided an automated
payment system with some properties that were not
existed with the previous digital signatures including
the inability of third parties to determine payee, the
ability of individuals to provide the proof of payment
and the ability to stop use of the stolen payments [1].
Blind signature is a form of digital signature in which
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the content of a message is disguised prior to getting
signed. Therefore, the signatory learns nothing about
the message he signs while the user can not compute
any additional signature without the help of the signatory. However, the produced blind signature can be
publicly verified with respect to the originality of the
message the same way as a regular digital signature.
Blind signatures are typically employed in protocols
where the signer and the message author are different parties and the anonymity of the message owner
is important, such as cryptographic election systems
and digital cash schemes.
As an analogy, consider that Alice has a letter which
ought to be signed by her boss, i.e. Bob. However,
due to her privacy, the content of her letter should
not be revealed to Bob. So, she puts the letter in an
envelope lined with carbon paper and hands it to Bob.
Later, Bob will sign the outside of the carbon envelope
without opening it and then return it back to Alice.
Alice can then open the envelope to find her signed
letter, whose content is not seen by Bob.
Originally, the blind signature concept was proposed by Chaum based on the complexity of factoring
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large integers. Recently, some other blind signatures
based on elliptic curves have also been proposed in [2]
and [3]. In fact, all of the classical blind signatures are
based on the computational complexities and their
security is guaranteed mathematically and by considering the limited computational power of classical
computers. Hence, they are safe with the classical
processors. But unfortunately, they are vulnerable to
quantum computers. Quantum parallelism can solve
some complex problems, e.g. the factoring problem
and the discrete logarithm problem, much faster than
the classical computers [4–6]. Hence, researchers have
shown great interest in quantum methods which are
secure even against quantum processors.
For the first time, a quantum signature was introduced by Zeng et al. in 2001 [7]. Zeng’s quantum
signature was taking advantage of the correlation of
quantum entangled states. In that year, Gottesman
and Chuang [8] proposed a quantum one-way function
and introduced their quantum digital signature. Although the early mentioned quantum signatures fulfill
unconditional security and message authenticity, they
can not achieve message blindness.
The idea of quantum blind signature was originally
proposed by Wen et al. [9] in 2009. There would not
be a unique blind signature for a blind message in
Wen’s quantum weak blind signature and so the verifier would not be able to authenticate the message
half of the times as criticized by Naseri [10] and Su
et. al. [11]. Hence, Wen’s scheme does not adequately
complete the task of blind signature. Subsequently,
Su proposed a quantum blind signature based on the
two-state vector formalism to overcome the deficiency
of Wen’s signature. Their protocol seemed practical
because the signatory and the message owner have
to perform only measurement operations to complete
the signature’s process [11]. Nevertheless, Yang et. al.
pointed out that a dishonest signatory in Su’s scheme
can reveal both the message owner’s secret key and the
message without being detected using Trojan horse
attack or the fake photon attack [12]. A modified
scheme was then proposed by Yang et. al. to avoid
these kinds of attacks [12]. But Yang’s protocol also
had a loophole that Alice could utilize an entanglement swapping attack to obtain Bob’s secret key and
forge Bob’s valid signature at will [13]. Later, a sessional blind signature based on quantum entangled
states was proposed by Khodambashi and Zakerolhosseini in 2014 [14]. Their proposed scheme is reliable
and secure against quantum attacks including Trojan
horse attacks and so on. It also fulfills the ideal blind
signature requirements, e.g., blindness, non-disavowal
and no-counterfeiting. All mentioned schemes employ
Einstain-Podolskey-Rosen (EPR) entangled pairs in
the signing process. Although it is feasible to imple-

ment entangled pairs with current technology, there
exist some limitations in their usage for real applications. Hence, a quantum blind signature which does
not rely on quantum entanglement is of interest.
In this paper we present a quantum blind signature
based on Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) protocol.
Our proposed scheme uses QKD for safe transfer of
classical data and unlike classical methods it does
not rely on computational complexities. Since the
security of QKD has been proved in [15], therefore
our proposed scheme is unconditionally secure and
efficient. Furthermore, QKD has been commercialized
in recent years by several corporations around the
world [16, 17]. Hence, it is possible to easily realize
our proposed quantum weak blind signature.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2, blind signature types and their properties
are addressed. Section 3 reviews QKD protocol in
brief. The proposed quantum blind signature scheme
is presented in Section 4. In Section 5, the security of
the proposed quantum blind signature is analyzed. At
last, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

Blind signature requirements

There are three parties in a blind signature protocol:
the message owner Alice, who requests for an endorsement, the signatory Bob, who confirms the message
by signing it and the verifier Charlie, who checks the
authenticity of the message. In a classical blind signature, a message needs to pass a three-step procedure
in order to be effective as illustrated in Figure 1. At
first, Alice blinds her message and gives it to Bob
who is the signatory. Bob confirms Alice’s message
by signing it blindly. Thus, he knows nothing about
the message and returns the signed message back to
Alice. Subsequently, Alice removes the blinding factor
from the signed message while preserving the signature. Later, she can deliver her message to the verifier
Charlie who checks the validity of the signed message.

Figure 1. Classic blind signature process

After that the concept of blind signature was ini-
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tially proposed by David Chaum in 1983, there have
been many efforts to construct blind signature schemes.
They lend themselves to electronic commerce, electronic cash, electronic voting and anonymous access
control systems. In some cases, the security of the
blind signatures is considered at the moment when
the signatory signs the message. So it does not matter
whether a blind signature remains anonymous later,
when it is presented to the signatory since he can store
the signature parameters of all signed messages. On
the other side, it is required for some applications that
the generated blind signature remains anonymous at
the time of verification by the signatory. This new
aspect leads to a classification of blind signatures.
It is possible to distinguish two classes of blind
signatures depending on the strength of anonymity
given by the signature:
(a) Weak blind signatures in which there exists a
relation between the blind signature parameters
and the message. Therefore, the signatory can
store the signature parameters to identify the
owner of the message at a later time. This fact
can be beneficial in some applications e.g. epayment and e-commerce in order to prevent
yeggmen and launderers.
(b) Strong blind signatures in which the signatory
will not recognize the owner of the message even
if he stores the signature parameters while he
signs the message, so that the signature is totally
anonymous. Many applications take advantage
of this ultimate anonymity e.g. electronic voting
where the identity of voters has to be unknown.
Generally speaking, there are four main characteristics for blind signatures listed as follows:
(a) Blindness, the scheme should be blind i.e. the
signatory should not be able to read the message
as he signs it.
(b) Anonymity, the owner of the message must remain anonymous in strong blind signatures, so
that the signatory can not trace the message
owner.
(c) Originality, no one can counterfeit a legitimate
signature generated by a certified signatory.
(d) Non-refusal, the signatory can not disavow his
signature.
In weak blind signatures, it is possible for a signatory to trace the owner of the message when disagreement happens. Hence, the second characteristic is only
limited to strong blind signatures. Like classical cryptography, quantum blind signatures are also required
to have above characteristics.

3

Quantum key distribution overview

A secret key establishment between two spatially separated parties is of immediate interest for practical
cryptographic applications such as secure message
transmission. We consider a setting where two distant
parties, traditionally called Alice and Bob, want to
establish a common secret key i.e. a string of random
bits which is unknown to an adversary, Eve. We assume that Alice and Bob already have some means to
exchange classical messages authentically i.e., upon
receiving a message, Bob can verify whether the message was indeed sent by Alice, and vice-versa. In fact,
only relatively weak resources are needed to turn a
completely insecure communication channel into an
authentic channel. For instance, Alice and Bob might
invoke an authentication protocol presented in [18, 19]
for which they need a short initial key. Practically, it is
sufficient for Alice and Bob to start with only weakly
correlated and partially secret information instead of
a short secret key as indicated in [20, 21].
The information-theoretic security which is actually
the strongest reasonable notion of security, guarantees that an adversary does not get any information
correlated to the key, except with negligible probability, in contrast to computational security which is
time-consuming for an adversary but not impossible.
It is impractical for Alice and Bob to share a secret
key if they are only connected by a classical authentic
communication channel [22, 23]. The story changes
dramatically with the help of quantum mechanics.
Bennett and Brassard[24, 25] proposed a quantum
key distribution (QKD) for the first time. Their scheme
is well-known as BB84 and uses communication over
a completely insecure quantum channel in addition
to the classical authentic channel. QKD is generally
based on the fact that observing a quantum mechanical
system would change its state. An eavesdropper trying
to wiretap the quantum communication between Alice
and Bob would thus inevitably leave traces which
can be detected. Thus, as long as the adversary is
passive, QKD generates a secret key. On the condition
that the eavesdropper tampers with the quantum
channel, the attack is recognized by the protocol and
the computation of the secret key is aborted. Note
that this situation is actually the best that one can
hope for. Due to insecurity of the quantum channel,
an adversary might always interrupt the quantum
communication between Alice and Bob, in which case
it is impossible to share a secret key. For any attack
on the quantum channel, the probability that QKD
does not abort and the adversary gets information
about the generated key is negligible[15].
Before we go to explain QKD protocol, it is better
to give some introductory information about quan-
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tum mathematics. The basic unit of information in
quantum physics is called qubit. Like a bit, a qubit
can also be in one of two states, we call |0i and |1i. In
quantum theory an object enclosed by the notation | i
can be called a state, vector or a ket. In contrast to a
bit, a qubit can also exist in a superposition state i.e.
|ψi = α|0i+β|1i. Here, α and β are complex numbers.
While a qubit can exist in a superposition, whenever
we make a measurement on a qubit, it is only going
to be found in the state |0i or the state |1i.
Consider a quantum system with quantum states
lying in a two dimensional Hilbert space H. For this
space, there are many orthonormal bases. We only use
two for our proposed qucheck protocol, the rectilinear
basis {|0i, |1i} and the diagonal basis |±i. Hence, there
are four quantum states with these two bases |0i,
√
√
|1i, |+i = |0i+|1i
and |−i = |0i−|1i
. The bases are
2
2
maximally conjugate in the sense that any pair of
vectors, one from each basis, has the same overlap,
e.g. kh0|−ik2 = 12 . Conventionally, one attributes the
binary value ‘0’ to states |0i and |+i and the value ‘1’
to the other two states, i.e., |1i and |−i, and calls the
states qubits.
Assume that the system is in the state |+i =
We make a measurement in the rectilinear basis {|0i, |1i}, and the original state of the system is
lost. Suppose we obtain measurement result |0i. Then
in the |±i basis, the state is now different than it was
√
originally since |0i = |+i+|−i
and there is only a 50%
2
chance of finding |+i if we measure in the |±i basis.
Hence, the state has been irreversibly altered. This
example illustrates a fact in quantum physics that
taking a measurement with incompatible basis would
unavoidably perturb the system and yield incomplete
information about the state of the system before the
measurement.
|0i+|1i
√
.
2

QKD uses an encoding of binary bits in qubits i.e.
two-level quantum systems. This encoding regards
to one of two different orthogonal bases, called the
rectilinear and the diagonal basis. Because these two
bases are mutually unbiased, a measurement in one
of the bases reveals no information on a bit encoded
with other basis. This property of quantum mechanics makes quantum cryptography advantageous over
classical cryptography which gets help only from limited computational power of classical processors. QKD
protocol is described as follows:
Step1: Alice generates n random qubits x1 , . . . , xn
either in the rectilinear or the diagonal basis
and transmits them to Bob through a quantum
channel.
Step2: Bob measures each of the qubits he receives
with respect to the basis chosen randomly to ob-

tain binary values y1 , . . . , yn . The pair of binary
strings X = (x1 , . . . , xn ) and Y = (y1 , . . . , yn )
held by Alice and Bob are called raw key.
Step3: Alice and Bob announce their chosen bases
publicly and discard any bit of their raw key for
which the encoding and the measurement bases
are not compatible. The remained key is called
sifted key.
Step4: Alice and Bob compare some randomly chosen
set of bits of the sifted key in order to estimate
the error rate i.e. the fraction of positions i in
which xi and yi disagree. If the error rate is
high, Alice and Bob abort the protocol due to
the possibility of an eavesdropper corrupting
the transmitted qubits. At the end of this step,
they discard all bits they have compared and
0
0
preserve the remaining bits (X and Y ).
Step5: Alice sends certain error correcting informa0
0
tion on X to Bob. It allows Bob to guess X
0
0
0
with the aid of Y . Note that X and Y only
differ in a limited number of positions.
Step6: Alice and Bob use an agreed hashing to turn
0
the string X into a shorter but secure string.
Hence, they have a shared secret key. This step
is called privacy amplification.
The security of the BB84 protocol is based on the
fact that an eavesdropper cannot gain information
about the encoded bits without disturbing the qubits
sent over the quantum channel. If the disturbance is
too large, Alice and Bob will abort the protocol in
the error estimation step. On the other hand, if the
error rate is below a certain threshold, then the strings
0
0
X and Y held by Alice and Bob are sufficiently
correlated and secret in order to distill a secret key. In
the course of this research, a large variety of alternative
QKD protocols has been proposed. Some of them are
very efficient with respect to the number of key bits
generated per channel use [26, 27]. Others are designed
to cope with high channel noise or noise in the detector,
which lends themselves to practical implementations
[28]. The structure of these protocols is mostly very
similar to the BB84 protocol e.g. [26, 27, 29].

4

The proposed quantum blind signature

We describe our quantum blind signature in details
throughout this section by giving a feasible instance.
Assume a situation involving three parties: the requester Alice, the manager Bob and the attendant
Charlie. Alice is going to receive some services from
Charlie. However, she requires Bob’s authorization
first. Alice writes down her request in the form of an
n-bit binary message M . Due to the privacy reasons,
she does not like her message content to be revealed.
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Hence, she gets her message signed blindly by Bob
in order to make it certified. Finally, Charlie verifies
the signature of Alice’s message and provides her the
services that she requested on the condition that the
signature is valid.
This scenario exhibits one of the applications of our
proposed quantum blind signature. Here, we describe
all steps of the quantum blind signature consisting of
four phases:
4.1

Requesting a session

Step1: Charlie and Alice agree on an n-bit binary
secret key KS using QKD at the moment that
Alice makes a request for some services from
Charlie. Note that KS is completely a random
binary string.
Step2: Alice forms her message, M which is an nbit binary string containing her request. It is
assumed that Alice can fit her request in an nbit string.
4.2

Blinding the message

Step1: Alice uses exclusive OR to transform message
0
M into M = M ⊕ KS . Due to the randomness
of KS , retrieval of M without knowing KS is
impossible.
4.3

Signing the blind message

Step1: Alice and Bob agree on an n-bit secret key
KAB using QKD. KAB is completely random.
0
Step2: Alice combines her blind message M with
0
KAB using XOR to form M ” = M ⊕ KAB and
sends it to Bob through classical channel using
one-time pad protocol.
0
Step3: Bob receives M ” and use XOR to restore M =
M ” ⊕ KAB .
Step4: Bob and Charlie share an n-bit random secret
key KBC by applying QKD protocol.
Step5: Bob uses XOR to transform the blind message
0
0
0
M into the blind signature S = M ⊕ KBC
which is an n-bit string.
4.4

tocols to identify themselves when performing QKD.
Otherwise, any adversary can impersonate them and
take advantage of his misbehavior. The procedure of
our proposed scheme is illustrated in Figure 2. The
main goal of our proposed protocol is similar to the
ones in [9, 11, 12, 14], i.e. presenting a quantum weak
blind signature. Nevertheless, the weak blind signature
proposed here only takes advantage of QKD which
makes it easier for implementation. We suggest the
use of modified QKD protocol in [15].

Verification
0

Step1: Charlie receives blind signature S from Bob
0
and retrieves blind message M by applying
0
0
XOR, so that M = S ⊕ KBC .
Step2: Charlie removes blinding factor to recover orig0
inal message by using XOR as M = M ⊕ KS .
Hence, Charlie can read Alice’s message M and
provide the requested services.
It is remarkable to note that Alice, Bob and Charlie,
as participants in this protocol, use authentication pro-

5

Security analysis

The security of our proposed quantum blind signature
is discussed throughout this section. We show that
our scheme fulfills all the requirements that an ideal
blind signature needs to have including blindness, nocounterfeiting and no-disavowing. The security of the
scheme is analyzed in presence of adversaries equipped
with quantum technology. We also consider situations
in which one or more of the parties may behave maliciously and prove that the proposed scheme is still
secure.
5.1

Quantum attack failure

Assume an eavesdropper called Eve who has knowledge
of our proposed quantum blind signature. Due to the
no-cloning theorem [30], it is impossible for Eve to
make a perfect copy of a qubit without knowing the
basis in which it has initially been created. Hence,
eavesdropping can not be done while two parties in
the protocol are transferring qubits using QKD since
it can be detected by the protocol. This fact has been
proved in [15]. From this statement, it can be inferred
that Eve is not capable of gaining proper information
of the transferred qubits, so she can neither discover
0
the message M nor the blind signature S . This scheme
is also secure against intercept-resend and man-in-themiddle attacks due to the unconditional security of
both QKD and one-time pad protocols [31].
5.2

No-counterfeiting

Imagine that Charlie is not honest and tries to tamper
the message or the blind signature by taking advantage of secret keys KS and KBC to get some benefit.
On such a disagreement, Alice and Bob can publicly
announce the message and the blind signature and
catch Charlie red-handed. A situation can be imagined in which Alice behaves maliciously in order to
modify her message after being signed blindly by Bob.
This would be impossible since Bob delivers his blind
signature to Charlie by QKD and one-time pad protocol which are unconditionally secure. Also Bob can
not alter the message because it has been blinded by
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Figure 2. The proposed quantum blind signature protocol

Alice. All data exchanges in the scheme are carried
out through QKD and one-time pad protocols, so that
no one can eavesdrop or counterfeit the data.
5.3

Blindness

When Alice requests a session from Charlie, they agree
on a secret key KS which is completely a random
binary string. No one except them has knowledge of
KS . Alice makes her message illegible using XOR i.e.
0
M = M ⊕ KS . Due to the randomness of KS , it is
impossible for Bob to discover the original message M
without knowing KS , still with a quantum processor.
Hence, only Alice and Charlie can remove the blinding
factor of the message.

the scheme which can be verified precisely meaning
that the verifier Charlie can testify the signature bit
by bit in order to confirm the integrity of both message
and the blind signature. Hence it is useful for electronic
payment or access control systems. In other words,
our proposed quantum blind signature is reliable.
5.6

Comparison

0

In Wen’s quantum weak blind signature [9], Charlie can decisively confirm the ith bit of the message
2i−1
when m(i) = Kbc
. However, he knows nothing when
2i−1
m(i) 6= Kbc . Due to the randomness of Kbc , this
situation happens half the times in a bit-to-bit verification process. Therefore, Wen’s scheme does not
lend itself to delicate applications in which high reliability is required. This criticism has also been applied
by Naseri in [10].

QKD protocol and XOR binary operator are only
used throughout our proposed quantum weak blind
signature. Hence, There is a bit-to-bit correspondence
between the blind message and the blind signature in

Su’s quantum weak blind signature also has some
failures which have been reported in [12]. A dishonest
signer in Su’s scheme can use Trojan horse or the fake
photon attacks to reveal the blind signature requester’s
secret key and message without being detected. Yang
tried to modify Su’s quantum blind signature to avoid
these kind of attacks [12]. Although the modified
scheme can prevent the signatory from deriving Alice’s
message, however Alice can utilize an entanglement
swapping attack to obtain the Bob’s secret key and
forge Bob’s valid signature [13].

5.4

Non-disavowal

The verifier, Charlie receives the blind signature S
from Bob, encrypted with secret key KBC which is
only known to them both. Hence, Bob can not deny
his ownership of the blind signature. Similarly, Alice
is not able to disavow her message M due to KS .
5.5

Reliability
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Despite the schemes in [9, 11, 12, 14] which use
EPR entangled pairs, our proposed approach uses only
QKD and one-time pad protocols together to provide
an unconditional secure quantum weak blind signature
which is simpler to be implemented. Different types of
QKD protocols, as the quantum part of our proposed
scheme for generation of fully random shared keys,
have been suggested and the security of some of them
have been verified in [15]. Hence, our proposed quantum weak blind signature is secure against quantum
attacks. Moreover, there is a bit-to-bit correspondence
between the blind message and the blind signature in
the scheme due to one-time pad protocol. Hence, it
can be derived that the proposed protocol is highly
reliable and lends itself to many sensitive applications.

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a novel weak blind signature whose security is guaranteed by quantum physics.
The scheme takes advantage of Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) in order to provide security for data
exchange. To the best of our knowledge, QKD has
been commercialized in recent years by several corporations [16, 17, 32, 33]. Thus, our scheme can be truly
employed in some applications e.g. electronic payment,
access control systems and etc.. Although the message
content is invisible to the signatory, it is correlated
to the blind signature. Hence, the signatory can trace
the owner of the message when a disagreement happens. This is useful in some applications including
e-payment to prevent yeggmen and launderers.
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